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MEMORANDUM 

TO: CAPTAIN KENT WEGENER 

Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department 

Homicide Bureau 

1 Cupania Circle 

Monterey Park, California 91755 

FROM: JUSTICE SYSTEM INTEGRITY DIVISION 

Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office 

SUBJECT: Officer Involved Shooting of Rashaad Franco 

J.S.I.D. File #18-0465 

L.A.S.D. File #018-14293-1410-058

DATE:  February 25, 2020 

The Justice System Integrity Division of the Los Angeles County District Attorney’s Office has 

completed its review of the November 1, 2018, non-fatal shooting of Rashaad Franco by Los 

Angeles County Sheriff’s Department (LASD) Deputy Clarence McZeal.  We have concluded that 

Deputy McZeal acted lawfully in self-defense. 

The District Attorney’s Command Center was notified of the shooting at approximately 4:09 a.m., 

on November 1, 2018.   The District Attorney Response Team responded to the location.  They 

were given a briefing regarding the circumstances surrounding the shooting and a walk-through of 

the scene by LASD Homicide Bureau Lieutenant Scott Hoglund. 

The following analysis is based on investigative reports, audio recordings, firearm analysis reports, 

photographic and video evidence, and witness statements submitted to this office by LASD 

Homicide Bureau Detective Mark Perez.  McZeal’s two voluntary statements were considered as 

part of this analysis. 1 

FACTUAL ANALYSIS 

On November 1, 2018, at approximately 3:22 a.m., LASD Deputy Clarence McZeal was assigned 

to Industry Station patrol.  McZeal was in LASD uniform and was inside a 7-Eleven convenience 

store located on Pellissier Place in the City of Industry.  From inside the 7-Eleven, he observed a 

traffic collision outside between a black vehicle that had jumped the curb in front of the 7-Eleven 

and a parked truck in the store’s parking lot.  McZeal went outside to investigate and ascertain the 

condition of the parties involved.  McZeal saw a woman (later identified as Debra C.) exit the 

passenger door of the black vehicle screaming, and a man (later identified as Rashaad Franco) exit 

1 McZeal was interviewed briefly by LASD Deputy Daren Jaramillo, who responded to McZeal’s assistance call, on 

November 1, 2018.  McZeal was interviewed again that same day, at approximately 10:00 a.m., by LASD Homicide 

Investigators Mark Perez and Karen Shonka.  Both statements were provided voluntarily.   
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the driver door of the black vehicle appearing agitated. 2  Debra ran toward the store’s front entrance 

away from Franco. 

McZeal approached Franco and talked to him in an attempt to deescalate the situation, which 

appeared to McZeal to be domestic violence-related.  McZeal told Franco, “Hey, you know what, 

have a seat,” and “Hey, why don’t you go ahead and sit down.”  Franco did not comply with 

McZeal’s requests.  Franco was looking in the direction in which Debra ran, and did not appear to 

be paying any attention to McZeal.  Franco began pacing back and forth agitatedly, breathing 

heavily, still speaking incoherently.  McZeal stated, “It was like he was walking and then he 

would turn slightly and then he would walk back and toward her direction and then he would 

turn.  Then he would walk back in her direction and it kind of seemed like he was trying to 

decide what to do.  Whether he was gonna stay there, whether he was gonna run, whatever he 

was gonna do.”  In describing Franco’s behavior, McZeal stated, “I believed is that he was on some 

type of a drug.  I didn't exactly know what it was… it appeared like he was high.”3  

McZeal stood approximately five feet from Franco during their initial contact near the entrance to a 

car wash on the property situated to the side of the store.  McZeal asked Franco if the car he just 

crashed belonged to him (Franco).  Franco responded, “Is the patrol car yours?”  McZeal, who was 

worried due to Franco’s odd behavior, requested other deputies respond to assist him.4  McZeal told 

Franco not to go toward Debra, who had walked out of the store and was standing close to the store 

entrance.  Franco walked toward McZeal’s patrol car and stopped approximately two feet from the 

driver door.  McZeal was worried that Franco was going to gain access to the shotgun located inside 

his vehicle.   

McZeal stepped toward Franco, whereupon Franco lunged at McZeal, grabbing McZeal’s shoulders 

with both hands. 5  McZeal yelled, “Stop!”  Franco slid his left hand toward McZeal’s waist.  

McZeal felt the pressure of Franco’s left hand on his holstered service weapon.  McZeal stated, “At 

that point, I'm thinking he's trying to kill me…[A]nd he's trying to remove my gun and if he gets my 

gun out that he's going to kill me.”  Franco placed his right hand on McZeal’s shoulder or waist, 

controlling McZeal’s movements.  McZeal stated, “It appeared that he was trying to hold me while 

he was reaching for my gun.”  McZeal pushed Franco’s left side away from his gun.    

Franco again came forward, his left hand reaching toward McZeal’s gun.  Believing Franco was 

trying to take his gun and kill him, and fearing for his life, McZeal unholstered his duty weapon 

with his right hand, pointed his weapon at Franco in a close contact position,6 and fired three rounds 

2 Video surveillance cameras recorded both the interior and exterior gas pump areas in front of the 7-Eleven’s 

convenience store.   
3 A ziplock baggie containing methamphetamine, as well as two hypodermic syringes, were ultimately found in the 

vehicle Franco was driving. 
4 McZeal told investigators, “I got on my radio and I turned to L-Tac [a tactical radio channel] and I said, "Hey, you 

know what?  I need a couple units over to the 7-ELEVEN on Pellissier, you know, and the 605 freeway.  I've got a 

gentleman over here, there was a car crash, and it appears like it might be some type of domestic violence situation, 

and he's acting a little weird."” 
5 McZeal is 5’8” and approximately 165 pounds.  Franco is 6’00’ and approximately 240 pounds. 
6 McZeal’s right elbow was bent at the torso, and his gun was slightly in front of him at the right side of his waist, 

parallel to the ground, with the muzzle pointing toward Franco’s front torso. 
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at Franco’s torso from one to two feet away.  McZeal stated, “It appeared that he was trying to 

manipulate it to get it out so that's what rang in my mind that he's trying to remove my gun so he 

could pull it out and kill me.  I fired because I felt that he was trying to kill me.”  Franco did not 

speak to McZeal during his assault.  Franco then turned and ran into the 7-Eleven store.   

McZeal communicated to radio dispatch that he had been involved in a shooting.  McZeal then went 

back into the 7-Eleven after Franco.  Once inside the 7-Eleven, Franco grabbed store clerk Heather 

D., put an arm around her neck and held her in front of him.  Heather D. was screaming and crying.  

Franco pulled her backward and to the ground.  Deputy Armando Barrera arrived and entered the 7-

Eleven.  McZeal was holding Franco at gunpoint.  He told Franco, "Hey, let her go!  Let her go!  

Let her go!  Get on your stomach!  We've called fire!  They're going to come and treat you!  Let her 

go!  You know, turn over on your stomach!"  Franco talked and shouted incoherently.  Franco 

appeared to be growing weaker due to the gunshot wounds.  McZeal and Barrera took the 

opportunity and grabbed Heather D. by the arm, pulling her away from Franco.  Heather D. stood 

up and ran out of the store.  Franco was taken into custody without further incident by McZeal and 

Barrera.7  

Paramedics were called and arrived at the scene.  Franco was transported to Los Angeles County 

USC Medical Center.  Franco suffered two gunshot wounds, one to his right chest and one to his 

abdomen.  Franco was treated at the hospital and survived his injuries.   

Statement of Deputy Armando Barrera 

Uniformed patrol Deputy Armando Barrera, working a one-man unit, was driving his marked 

black and white police vehicle eastbound on Workman Mill Road when he heard McZeal state 

over the radio, “Is anyone near 7-Eleven on Pellissier?  I think I got a domestic violence.”  

Barrera heard a tone in McZeal’s voice that stood out as different from normal radio traffic.  

Barrera conducted a U-turn, activated his emergency lights and siren, and drove toward the 7-

Eleven.  Barrera heard another deputy on the radio say, “Hey McZeal.”  Barrera heard McZeal 

say what sounded to him like, “Roll” in an urgent tone. Barrera related to investigators, “I was 

scared something, something’s up.”  Barrera drove into the south driveway of the 7-Eleven 

approximately one minute later.   

Barrera saw McZeal and Franco standing by the row of gasoline pumps closest to the 

convenience store door.  Franco was facing McZeal, with his back toward the store entrance.  

Franco appeared to have both his arms holding McZeal around the waist area of McZeal’s body, 

with his hands at McZeal’s mid-back area in a bear hug.  Barrera came to a stop, exited his patrol 

vehicle and hurried toward McZeal to help him.  Barrera saw McZeal push Franco away from his 

body with both hands, then take a bladed stance with his gun (right) side farthest away from 

Franco.8  McZeal was closer than arm’s reach to Franco.  McZeal held out his left arm, with the 

elbow slightly bent, toward Franco’s body, trying to protect himself from Franco, who came 

toward McZeal as if for a fight.  McZeal simultaneously drew his service weapon with his right 

7 LASD Deputy Ryan Fuqua responded to the interior of the 7-Eleven after Heather D. escaped from Franco.  Fuqua 

only observed McZeal and Barrera handcuff Franco at gunpoint.  
8 McZeal turned his body slightly sideways in relation to Franco. 
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hand and pointed it from his hip area toward Franco.9  Barrera heard two to three shots.  Barrera 

could not hear if any words were being exchanged between McZeal and Franco.  Franco backed 

away from McZeal, turned and ran through the front doors and into the 7-Eleven.  McZeal ran 

after Franco.  Barrera ran after McZeal as he asked if McZeal was okay.  McZeal yelled, “He 

tried to grab my gun!  He tried to grab my gun!” 

Statement of Debra C. 

In the evening of October 30, 2018, Debra C. was taken by Franco against her will from 

Stockton and driven to Los Angeles by him in her vehicle.10  On November 1, 2018, at 

approximately 2:20 a.m., Franco exited the 605 Freeway, perpendicularly crossed all of the lanes 

of traffic on Pellisier Road, jumped the curb and drove onto the 7-Eleven lot, first hitting a sign, 

and then a truck parked in the lot before coming to a stop.  Debra immediately got out of the car, 

crying, and saw that “…[T]here was a cop [McZeal] there, already...I saw the cop come toward 

us and he said ‘Hey, what’s going on?  What happened?’”  Debra walked past McZeal, 

screaming hysterically, and yelled repeatedly at Franco, “I hate you!  I can’t believe you did 

this!”  Debra went into the store without talking to McZeal, because she wanted to get away from 

Franco.  She bought an iced drink, then walked back outside.   

When Debra walked outside, she saw, “…Rashaad [Franco]…fighting the deputy, or wrestling, 

or whatever you want to call it but making contact with him…Rashaad was like…it looked like 

wrestling kind of but standing…in a struggle…and I yelled at Rashaad, like ‘Rashaad!’…I felt 

like Rashaad’s arms were trying to…like pin the deputy’s arms…like Rashaad had him to where 

he couldn’t move his arms so freely.”  Debra thought it looked like Franco was trying to grab 

McZeal’s arms.  “I saw Rashaad’s arms around the deputy…what I saw wasn’t correct or 

okay….”  Debra yelled Franco’s name because she wanted Franco to leave McZeal alone.  

Franco was moving toward McZeal and McZeal was backing away.  Debra did not hear any 

sounds coming from either McZeal or Franco during the incident, “I feel like I tuned out.”  

Debra looked down, then heard one shot and looked up.  Debra heard Franco scream and jump in 

reaction; she then saw smoke and watched Franco run into the store.  She sat down outside and 

to the side of the convenience store, and waited to be interviewed.   

Franco told Debra that he had fought cops in the past, although she had never personally seen 

him interact with officers before this incident.  Debra knew Franco to be violent toward her 

personally. 

9 Barrera’s impression was that McZeal was so close to Franco that McZeal did not have sufficient space to bring his 

gun up to the normal shooting height. 
10 Debra C. and Franco were previously in a dating relationship.  Debra ended the relationship when Franco stole her 

car, crashed it, then struck her in the face in Northern California.  She reported his actions to the police.  Based upon 

a conviction related to these actions, Franco was on formal probation with a valid criminal restraining order 

prohibiting contact with Debra C.  
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Statement of Julie A. 

7-Eleven store clerk Julie A. was interviewed on November 1, 2018.  On November 1, 2018, at

approximately 2:20 a.m., McZeal was in the convenience store chatting with her.  She heard tires

screeching and a boom, then looked outside and saw a car jump the curb, hit a store sign, then hit

7-Eleven store clerk Heather’s vehicle.  McZeal ran outside.  Julie went into the back room and

told Heather somebody crashed into her car.  They both ran out of the store’s front entrance to

check on Heather’s car.  Julie saw Debra C., screaming hysterically and uncontrollably, run into

the 7-Eleven.  McZeal went toward Franco, who had just gotten out of the driver’s side of the

car.  Franco did not have anything in his hands.  Julie could not hear what was said due to

Debra’s screaming, but it appeared to her that McZeal was trying to calm the driver down and

find out what was going on.  It seemed to Julie that Franco “…wasn’t trying to be cooperative

with him [McZeal]….  He [Franco] looked kind of like out of it, like a weird daze, I guess….”  

Franco was backing away from McZeal at first.  Julie, Debra and Heather went inside the store. 

Julie intended to call her manager to report that the store sign had been struck by a car.  Julie 

grabbed her phone, went back outside, and tried to call her manager.  Julie saw, “The guy was 

like trying to confront the officer.  And the officer, I heard him say, ‘Back away,’ or ‘Back up,’ 

or something, but he kept on….He [Franco] was getting really close…’cause the officer was 

backing up trying to get to his car and he [Franco] kept coming forward at him…[McZeal also 

told him] ‘Calm down.’”   

McZeal was calling for back-up, as he was physically backing slowly away from Franco, who 

had his hands extended out from his body.  Julie called out to Franco, “Calm down.”  In 

response, Franco looked in her direction with a look she interpreted as, “Bitch, who the fuck are 

you to tell me to calm down?”  Franco appeared “agitated, irritated, like bothered…like he gives 

no shits what’s going to happen.”  Franco kept going forward “at the deputy aggressively…”   

From that point everything happened so fast that she did not have a clear recollection of what she 

saw.  Julie did not know who touched who first, but saw that McZeal and Franco had their hands 

on each other as they stood, struggling, between the gas pumps and the patrol car, moving closer 

to the pumps.  There was a lot of movement over three to five seconds.  Julie saw McZeal draw 

his gun as the two faced each other within two feet of each other.  Julie ran toward the entrance 

door.  As she reached the door, she heard one gunshot.  She did not see the shooting.   

Julie turned back toward McZeal and Franco, and saw Franco look at her, then run toward her as 

she stood inside near the door.  Julie did not know where Heather or Debra were at the time.  

Julie tried to close the door, then ran into an aisle to avoid him.  Julie turned to see where Franco 

was, and saw Franco, standing near the bathroom, look at her then take a couple of steps in her 

direction.  She saw another deputy arrive at the front door.  McZeal told her to step outside, 

which she did.  Franco was by the bathroom door with his arm around Heather’s waist with her 

back against his torso in a bear hug.  A deputy was telling Franco, “Let her go!  Let her go!”   

Julie saw Franco push Heather down, and heard noise and commotion in the back, but could no 

longer see what was going on.  Moments later Heather ran to her and they stayed outside for the 

duration of the incident. 
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Statement of Heather D. 

Heather, a 7-Eleven store clerk, was interviewed on November 1, 2018.  On November 1, 2018, 

at approximately 2:20 a.m., she was in the back room on her lunch break when Julie came in and 

told her that she thought someone had hit her truck and she needed to go outside.  They both 

walked outside onto the curb in front of the store front doors.  She saw Debra, who was “not in 

good shape,” pacing around barefoot near a black vehicle next to her truck that appeared 

“crashed.”  Debra was distraught, saying, “Oh my God!  Oh my God!”   

Heather noticed Franco pacing back and forth close to the 7-Eleven car wash entrance.  Franco 

appeared as if he was trying to get away from McZeal, who was about seven feet away from 

Franco, close enough to “get him” if Franco tried to run.  Heather did not hear Franco say 

anything, and could not remember what, if anything, Franco was doing with his hands.  McZeal 

was “trying to like settle down the gentleman that was out of the vehicle.”   

Debra walked toward the front of the store.  Julia asked Heather to help Debra.  Heather and 

Debra went into the store.  Debra was hysterically crying and appeared scared.  Debra walked 

out of the store.  Heather then walked outside again to check on Julie, who was outside. 

Heather did not hear any words exchanged between McZeal and Franco when she came back 

outside.  She saw McZeal pointing his gun at Franco “trying to get him to stop,” and turned to 

run into the store.  She heard one gun shot, but did not see the shooting.  Heather estimated that 

the entire incident outside lasted just a few seconds.   

Heather stated, “I ran to the back of the break room.  I closed the door and he came and he 

followed me and he pushed the door open…so he tried to push the door open and I tried to close 

it and he put his hand in there and he opened the door.”  As Franco was trying to get into the 

back room, he shouted, “Let me in!  Let me in!”  Franco tried to barricade himself in the room 

with Heather.  She saw blood on the front of Franco’s shirt when he got into the back room.  

Franco asked her, “Did I get shot?  Is this real?” as he pointed to his shirt.  Franco tried to keep 

Heather in the back room by holding onto her lower waist from behind and pulling her 

backward, but she wriggled her way out of the door as he forced her in front of him as his 

hostage.  “That’s when I tried to run out and he grabbed me by the waist and right by the 

bathroom is where he threw me against the wall, and then we fell.”  The deputies were in sight of 

them but across the room when she called out, “He’s not letting me go!  He’s got me!”  Franco 

grabbed and held her hair with one hand as he held her with his other arm around her waist and 

arm; Franco’s leg was wrapped around one of her legs.  The deputies ran over with guns drawn 

and pointed at Franco.  Franco yelled to the deputies three times, “Look what I have!”  The 

deputies ordered Franco to let her go multiple times.  Heather stated McZeal, “…tried to pull my 

leg a little bit so I can, so he could release me, and ah, when he pulled he did release a little bit, 

and I was able to run away.  And then I ran outside.”    

Video Evidence 

McZeal, Barrera, and Fuqua were not wearing body-worn video cameras. 
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The 7-Eleven had multiple exterior and interior surveillance cameras, two of which captured 

portions of the interaction between McZeal and Franco, including the shooting, from different 

angles.  Portions of the interactions between Franco and Heather D., and between Franco and 

McZeal inside the 7-Eleven are captured by several different cameras at different angles.   

Camera 4:  The camera is angled diagonally toward the gas pumps closest to the store’s front 

entrance just out of view on the left, between the two potted plants. 

As Barrera’s police vehicle approached, with flashing red and blue overhead emergency lights activated, Franco 

aggressively charged at McZeal. 
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Franco pushed McZeal back and reached for McZeal’s gun which was holstered on his right hip 

Franco grabbed McZeal and placed him in a “bear hug.”  
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Franco reached again for McZeal’s firearm after McZeal broke free from Franco’s bear hug. 

McZeal held Franco back with his left arm, moved his right leg back, creating distance between his service weapon 

and Franco’s left arm outstretched toward that weapon.  McZeal’s right arm is bent, his hand at the holster 

containing his service weapon.   
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Franco continued to reach toward McZeal’s gun as McZeal unholstered it. 

McZeal pointed his service weapon at Franco from a “close contact” position as Franco’s left arm extended toward 

McZeal’s gun. 
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McZeal fired his service weapon at Franco’s torso utilizing a close contact position, which caused Franco to 

momentarily contract his left arm inward, away from McZeal’s gun. 

McZeal fired his service weapon again at Franco’s torso utilizing a close contact position, which caused Franco to 

jump back and away from McZeal. 
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Camera 12:  This camera faces forward and is directly in front of the left-most gas pump from the 

store entrance. 

Franco’s arm is again extended toward McZeal’s gun as McZeal fires his service weapon a third time toward 

Franco’s torso.   

The time stamps on the video recordings from Cameras 4 and 12 show that McZeal fired his 

service weapon three times within a one-second span of time, from 9:55:43 p.m. to 9:55:44 

p.m.11

Physical Evidence 

McZeal was armed with his department-approved Smith & Wesson, Model M&P, 9mm 

semiautomatic handgun.  The maximum capacity for this handgun is 18 cartridges.  After the 

shooting an examination of the handgun and magazine revealed that there were 15 cartridges. 

Three expended 9mm cartridge casings were recovered from the ground between the gas pumps and 

McZeal’s patrol vehicle, close to the vehicle’s rear driver-side. 

A photograph of McZeal’s equipment belt taken after the shooting showed both of the two belt 

keepers at his rear were missing,12 which is consistent with force applied to the belt housing 

McZeal’s holstered service weapon. 

11 The time stamps do not reflect the actual time of the shooting, but do reflect the amount of time between the shots. 
12 A belt keeper is a rectangular piece of leather with a snap closure that is used by law enforcement officers to 

attach the outer equipment belt to an inner trouser belt, so that the belt remains in place.  Law enforcement officers 

typically place four belt keepers around the equipment belt, two in the front of the body, two in the rear of the body, 

to secure the equipment on the entire belt.  Surveillance video from inside the 7-Eleven prior to the shooting 
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One belt keeper was recovered from the ground between the gas pumps and McZeal’s patrol 

vehicle, closer to the gas pumps.  

Crime scene photo of three expended cartridge casings and one belt keeper. 

Charges Filed Against Franco 

Franco was charged in case number KA119664 with felony violations of Penal Code sections 236, 

false imprisonment by violence of Debra C.; 245(c), assault upon a peace officer with a deadly 

weapon and with force likely to cause great bodily injury and death; 210.5, false imprisonment of a 

hostage; and 148(d), resisting, delaying or obstructing an officer by attempting to remove a firearm 

from the person or immediate presence of McZeal.  The case is set for a preliminary hearing setting 

in Department F of Pomona Superior Court on March 24, 2020. 

LEGAL ANALYSIS 

A police officer may use reasonable force to effect an arrest, prevent escape, or overcome 

resistance of a person the officer believes has committed a crime.  Penal Code section 835a.  An 

officer “may use all the force that appears to him to be necessary to overcome all resistance, even 

to the taking of life; [an officer is justified in taking a life if] the resistance [is] such as appears to 

the officer likely to inflict great bodily injury upon himself or those acting with him.”  People v. 

Mehserle (2012) 206 Cal.App.4th 1125, 1146.   

According to California law, a person acted in lawful self-defense or defense of another if (1) he 

reasonably believed that he or someone else was in imminent danger of being killed or suffering 

great bodily injury and (2) he reasonably believed that the immediate use of deadly force was 

necessary to defend against that danger.  CALCRIM No. 505. 

recorded McZeal’s equipment belt and the locations of the belt keepers holding it in place.  Two were in the rear, on 

either side of McZeal’s spine. 

Belt 
keeper 

Three 
Casings 
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In evaluating whether a police officer’s use of deadly force was reasonable in a specific situation, 

it is helpful to draw guidance from the objective standard of reasonableness adopted in civil 

actions alleging Fourth Amendment violations.  “The ‘reasonableness’ of a particular use of 

force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than the 

20/20 vision of hindsight… The calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact 

that police officers are often forced to make split-second judgments—in circumstances that are 

tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving—about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular 

situation.”  Graham v. Connor (1989) 490 U.S. 386, 396-397. 

Actual danger is not necessary to justify the use of deadly force in self-defense.  If one is 

confronted by the appearance of danger which one believes, and a reasonable person in the same 

position would believe, would result in death or great bodily injury, one may act upon those 

circumstances.  The right of self-defense is the same whether the danger is real or merely 

apparent.  People v. Toledo (1948) 85 Cal.App.2d 577.   

California law permits any person to use deadly force in self-defense or in the defense of others 

if he actually and reasonably believed that he or others were in imminent danger of great bodily 

injury or death.  CALCRIM No. 3470; see also People v. Randle (2005) 35 Cal.4th 987, 994 

(overruled on another ground in People v. Chun (2009) 45 Cal.4th 1172, 1201); People v. 

Humphrey (1996) 13 Cal.4th 1073, 1082.  In protecting himself or another, a person may use all 

the force which he believes reasonably necessary and which would appear to a reasonable person, in 

the same or similar circumstances, to be necessary to prevent the injury which appears to be 

imminent.  CALCRIM No. 3470.  If the person’s beliefs were reasonable, the danger does not need 

to have actually existed.  Id. 

In the instant matter, Franco repeatedly and aggressively charged McZeal and attempted to remove 

and take McZeal’s service weapon from McZeal’s holster.  Given Franco’s aggressive actions 

McZeal reasonably believed that, if Franco was successful, Franco would then use McZeal’s gun to 

shoot and kill McZeal.  The fact that McZeal’s rear belt keepers unsnapped and fell during the 

struggle, corroborates that Franco was attempting to remove or take McZeal’s duty weapon.  

McZeal, forced to make a split-second decision and reasonably fearing for his life, fired three shots 

from his service weapon.   

CONCLUSION 

We find that Deputy Clarence McZeal acted lawfully in self-defense when he used deadly force 

against Rashaad Franco.  We are closing our file and will take no further action in this matter.  


